
Resolution for an End to the New Evaluation System November
2013

WHEREAS, the new evaluation system based on NYS Education Law 3012c disproportionately
weights the use of high stakes test scores over qualitative assessments as “Measures of
Student Learning (MOSL)”  in determining teacher performance, leading to a proliferation of Common
Core-aligned tests with devastating consequences for teaching and learning conditions in our schools, and

WHEREAS the new system was imposed by State Education Commissioner John King without any vote
or approval by the union’s Delegate Assembly or rank and file, and,

WHEREAS, the Danielson rubric mandated by the King plan subjects teachers to a cookie-cutter
observation system that limits professional autonomy and reduces teaching to a series of numbered
scores,

WHEREAS, hundreds of New York city teachers and community members, and dozens of
UFT chapters, given the choice, have signed a petition rejecting the New York City evaluation system
and calling for a moratorium on it, and

WHEREAS, the 2007 UFT Task Force on Testing concluded by issuing the following recommendation:
”Do not use student test scores to evaluate teachers … The use of data from student test scores on
standardized tests to evaluate teachers may appear simple, be intuitively appealing, but it is wrong,” and

WHEREAS, the over-emphasis on standardized testing has caused considerable collateral damage in too
many schools, including narrowing the curriculum, teaching to the test, reducing love of learning, pushing
students out of school, driving excellent teachers out of the profession, closing community schools,
excessing of experienced educators, wasting time on test administration and grading, and undermining
school climate; and

WHEREAS the evaluation system is a weakening of tenure that undermines the job security of teachers
and administrators serving communities most in need, therefore

BE IT RESOLVED that the UFT should mobilize teachers, parents and students
towards a repeal of the Education Law 3012c and the new evaluation scheme.



President Mulgrew & Fellow UFT Members:
Let’s Fight the new Teacher Eval System.

Why?  Here are a few reasons.

The New Evaluation System:
● Legitimizes the use of high stakes test scores and junk science  to

measure teacher performance and student learning against the
recommendations of the 2007 UFT Task Force on Testing.

● Evaluates some teachers using test results from students and subjects they did not teach.
● Relies on a massive increase in high stakes standardized tests. This forces us to teach to tests,

destroys the love of learning, drives teachers and students out of education, and sucks up precious
time and resources. High stakes tests hurt all students, but especially harm low-income students,
children of color, emerging bilingual students and those with disabilities.

● Discounts the impact of poverty and racism on students and their families and brands teachers and
students in poor, working class, and Black and Latino communities as failures.

● Makes it possible to fire teachers purely based on their students’ test scores.
● Benefits PearsonEd and for-profit testing companies and hurts everyone else.
● Via the Danielson rubric, reduces teaching to a series of numbered scores.

We, the members, never got to vote on the eval system—the largest change in our working
conditions since the last contract was approved.

Hundreds of NYC teachers and community members, and dozens of UFT chapters, signed
a petition calling for a moratorium on the evaluation system

We, as a union, should:
● Call for an end to the new eval system & the new standardized tests for all grades, not just K-2
● Demand the right for schools to have options that do not rely on standardized tests and whose

aim is to help teachers improve, not to fire teachers.

A united campaign of parents, students, teachers would include
● Popularization and education pickets, demonstrations and marches
● Take actions to expose Pearson and other test profiteers
● Educating families about their right to opt out of the testing
● Town hall meetings in the five boroughs
● Not just back door contract negotiations with the Mayor and traditional lobbying.

JOIN MORE (Movement Of Rank-and-file Educators), a caucus of UFT Members who are
coming together to make this kind of campaign a reality.
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